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I. INTRODUCTION

The Atomic Pseudo-potentials Engine (APE) code is a computer package designed to gen-

erate and test norm-conserving pseudo-potentials within Density Functional Theory (DFT). It

was developed by M.J.T. Oliveira and F. Nogueira [1]. The APE code can be obtained from

http://www.tddft.org/programs/APE/. It is licensed under GPLv2. We gratefully acknowledge

that licensure.

The pseudo-potentials generated by APBE can be non-relativistic, scalar relativistic, or fully

relativistic. They can include semi-core states explicitly.

In 2018, K. Luo modified version 2.2.1 of APE in order to do orbital-free DFT (OF-DFT)

calculations. This Guide documents those modifications. Documentation on the use of the original

code is provided from the APE web site and in the download. Note that the modified code falls

under the same licensure as the original APE code.

The implementation is based upon the OF-DFT modification of the Kohn-Sham (KS) equation

[2, 3] that follows from decomposition of the KS kinetic energy functional into Von Weizsäcker and

Pauli terms [4]. The result is [
−1

2
∇2 + vθ + vKSeff

]
n1/2(r) = µn1/2(r) (1)

with

vθ =
δTθ[n(r)]

δn(r)
, (2)

and

vKSeff =
δ(Eext[n(r]) + EH [n(r)] + Exc[n(r)])

δn(r)
. (3)

In these, vθ is the Pauli potential which is the functional derivative of the Pauli KE Tθ[n(r)].

Eext[n(r] is the external field interaction energy, EH [n(r)] the Hartree energy (classical electron-

electron repulsion), and Exc[n(r)] the exchange-correlation (XC) energy functional.

In principle, Eq. (1) can be solved by simple modification of the self-consistent loop in a conven-

tional KS code such as APE. In practice, that strategy has limitations. See Ref. 4 and references

therein. Despite those limitations, it is worthwhile to have the modified APE code as a tool for

OF-DFT development and use.
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II. INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

A. prerequisites

� Intel compilers (currently APE only works with Intel compilers)

� MPI libraries (seem to be required) We used the Intel® MPI Librarys (https://software.

intel.com/content/www/us/en/develop/tools/oneapi/hpc-toolkit/download.html?

operatingsystem=linux&distributions=yumpackagemanager/)

� GSL=GNU Software Library [5] (version 2.3 on Debian 9 “stretch” and version 2.6-4 on

Fedora 34 GNU/LINUX, both tested)

� Libxc, version 2.0.0 or higher (version 2.0.0 and 2.1.2, both tested)

Libxc can be obtain from https://www.tddft.org/programs/libxc/download/previous/

B. Download and installation of libraries

Before installing APE itself, first install all of the prerequisites. If libxc is not already installed,

download, extract and install it as follows (assuming the download directory is ∼/Downloads)

cd ∼/Downloads/

tar -xvf libxc-2.0.0.tar.gz

cd libxc-2.0.0

export libxc dir=$(pwd) (one can move and rename the installation directory as one wishes)

export CC=icc

export FC=ifort

./configure –prefix=$libxc dir

make -j4

make install

Ready, libxc is installed already.

The modified version of APE can be downloaded from http://www.qtp.ufl.edu/ofdft/

research/computation.shtml. After downloading the tarball, proceed as follows.

cd ∼/Downloads/

tar -xvf ape-2.2.1.tar.xz

cd ape-2.2.1

export APE dir=$(pwd) (one can move and rename the installation directory as one wishes)

export CC=icc

export FC=ifort

export FCCPP=fpp

https://software.intel.com/content/www/us/en/develop/tools/oneapi/hpc-toolkit/download.html?operatingsystem=linux&distributions=yumpackagemanager/
https://software.intel.com/content/www/us/en/develop/tools/oneapi/hpc-toolkit/download.html?operatingsystem=linux&distributions=yumpackagemanager/
https://software.intel.com/content/www/us/en/develop/tools/oneapi/hpc-toolkit/download.html?operatingsystem=linux&distributions=yumpackagemanager/
https://www.tddft.org/programs/libxc/download/previous/
http://www.qtp.ufl.edu/ofdft/research/computation.shtml
http://www.qtp.ufl.edu/ofdft/research/computation.shtml
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./configure –with-libxc-prefix=$libxc dir –with-gsl-prefix=/usr –prefix=$APE dir (here one can

note that GSL library is used during APE installation)

make -j4

make install

After “make” is finished, there is an executable called “ape” in $APE dir/src/. That executable

is for running the OF-DFT or conventional KS-DFT calculations.

III. FIRST STEPS AND EXAMPLES

Fig. 1 displays the general input file to peform OF-DFT calculations. Variables not in the

original APE code were introduced by Luo. These variables are case-insensitive.

To run an APE job, use

$APE dir/src/ape < input < output

FIG. 1. General input for the APE code with description of keywords. Note: for post-SCF calculations,

omit the keyword “iKEDF”.

We give two examples of APE usage. They reproduce the calculations for the Al pseudo-atom

in the 3s2 3p1 configuration presented in the LKT paper [6].

The first example is an OF-DFT calculation using an atom-centered local pseudo-potential from

bulk-derived valence electron densities (BLPS) [7, 8] with the Perdew-Zunger (PZ) XC local density

approximation (LDA) [9].
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The second example is a post-SCF calculation that uses the self-consistent solution of the

ordinary KS equation with the same pseudo-potential and the same XC approximation mentioned

before. It generates a pseudo-density and from it obtains the Pauli kinetic energy density (KED),

tθ, and the ingredients to construct the Pauli Potential, vθ (see Eq. 25 in ref [10]) of that Pauli

KEDF.

APE uses one input file to make any calculation. However, for calculations with pseudo-

potentials, inside the directory for the calculation, the file “lpp” must be present and linked

to “full.lps”. It contains the local pseudopotential for the target, in the case of these exam-

ples, the Al atom. The BLPS pseudo-potential can be obtained from https://github.com/

PrincetonUniversity/BLPSLibrary/). (Note that K. Luo et al. extended the tail of the po-

tential up to 60 Bohr.)

The first example is in $APE dir/sample-ofdft/examples/Al-LKT/OF-DFT/

The second example is in $APE dir/sample-ofdft/examples/Al-LKT/post-SCF/ (Important

note: for post-SCF calculations, the keyword “iKEDF” must be omitted.)

In both cases, the calculation will generate an output directory called “of”. In that directory

one can find the following files:

� ouput file. This file shows what is written when the calculation finishes completely and

correctly.

FIG. 2. Example of the output file.

� info. This file contains the summary from the calculation, as well as the value of the system

total energy and OFDFT eigenvalues, see Fig. 3.

� locpot.dat. This file contains the data for plotting the BLPS local pseudo-potential as a

function of radial position.

� postscf vtheta. This file contains the data for plotting vθ and tθ/n as functions of radial

position, when one does OF-DFT or post-SCF calculations using a Pauli functional.

� vtheta. This file contains the data for plotting the Pauli potential vθ as a function of radial

position for conventional KS calculations.

https://github.com/PrincetonUniversity/BLPSLibrary/
https://github.com/PrincetonUniversity/BLPSLibrary/
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FIG. 3. Example of the info file.

� t theta. This file contains the data for potting tθ/n as a function of radial position for

conventional KS calculations.

� density. This file contains the data for plotting the pseudo-density as a function of radial

position if one does a post-SCF calculation. Otherwise, it contains the data for plotting the

pseudo-density generated by a Pauli functional in an OF-DFT calculation as a function of

radial position.

IV. IMPLEMENTING A PAULI KINETIC ENERGY FUNCTIONAL

To implement a new Pauli kinetic energy functional of generalized-gradient approximation

(GGA) type in the modified APE code, it is necessary to modify the “states batch.F90” For-

tran file located in the directory $APE dir/ape-2.2.1/src/. In that file, locate the subroutine called

“pauli potential”. In it, one must add a new case for each new Pauli functional. For example, Fig.

4 displays the implementation of the WPBEK functional [11]. One can see that “ftheta” is the

Pauli enhancement factor, “fthetap” is the first derivative of the Pauli enhancement factor with

respect to s2, and “fthetapp” is the second derivative with respect to s2. Here, s is the familiar

reduced density gradient

s(r) :=
|∇n(r)|

(3π2)1/3n4/3(r)
. (4)
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FIG. 4. Implementation of WPBEK functional in subroutine “pauli potential”.

The case number is related to the “iKEDF” and “postikedf” keywords of the input file. Currently

there are four OFDFT cases,

case (1), LKT functional [6].

case (2), VT84F functional [12].

case (3), WPBEK functional [11].

case (4), WPBEK-Pauli functional [11].

Finally, K. Luo mentioned these limitations for the modified APE code.

∗ More GGA functionals could be implemented easily but testing requires more effort. The

difficulty is that the single-orbital equation based on the scf loop is not guaranteed to converge

for an arbitrary KEDF. See Ref. 4 and references therein.

∗ It seems more difficult to run the all-electron orbital-free calculation than the OF-DFT LPP

calculation. The all-electron Li atom was tested by Luo.
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